






Roberto Baggio

“Instinct meets genius and myth becomes legend.”



ANTERA LITTERAM
VISIONARY FORERUNNERS.
Indulge in the exclusive journey Antera offers, where each product transcends the ordinary, where art and function 

merge into a single, bold expression of craftsmanship. Each collection is a celebration of avant-garde and dedication, 

offering solutions that surpass conventional expectations. Antera: where innovation embraces that unmistakable 

touch of timeless elegance.

When a Success Story has already been written, we need only exalt it.
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Originally Marco Muzzarelli’s vision raised the Antera brand to the 

altar of a “No Compromise” mindset. A territory where dreams 

and reality merge and aspiration becomes creation. This is a 

realm where ideas take form with a dreamlike mystical sobriety; 

where each product is a symphony of vibrations that spans time 

and space, where each detail breathes the magic of perfection. 

Each line is the song of a muse’s poem dedicated to superlative 

innovation. Antera is the abode where genius meets destiny, 

weaving the art of excellence with the weft of eternity.

DREAMERS OF 
THE ABSOLUTE.



HPE LAB, an acronym for High Performances Engineering Laboratory, is not only the utmost in engineering dedicated to 

creating high-performance products, it also epitomises an empathetic approach towards design and manufacturing. This 

type of engineering transcends the simple pursuit of performances; it means profoundly understanding customer needs and 

expectations, integrating innovative solutions that meet functional as well as emotional and aesthetic demands.

HPE LAB
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The Antera HPE LAB team has surpassed the conventional limits 

of low-pressure casting, allowing rims that were previously only 

concepts or inspirations to be produced. This revolutionary 

process opens up new design possibilities, maintaining the highest 

standards of strength and lightness. An unusual convergence 

between technicians and designers whose synergy of intent is 

deeply rooted in the timely determination to show the company’s 

innovative vision, sparking processes that redefine the concept of 

alloy rims itself. Our new production line not only thinks outside 

the box but sets new standards of excellence, enabling our style 

centre to fully express the beauty of each design.

STYLE
CENTRE.
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MADE  I N  I T A LY

In every corner of Italy, Antera epitomises the spirit of “No Compromise”, 

celebrating the craftsmanship that has led Made in Italy to be famous 

the world over. Competent hands weave the quality and precision 

of Italian design into every fibre of Antera products, creating 

not only objects but masterpieces of culture and passion. These 

masterpieces of design are living testimony to a cultural legacy 

which, by using cutting-edge technology and an uncompromising 

manufacturing philosophy, are shaped and fine-tuned in Italian 

factories. In this manner, each Antera creation garners admiration 

and acclaim on a global scale, becoming the ambassador of a 

luxury that is time, history and boundless innovation.

MASTERMINDS 
OF EXCELLENCE.
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A303 A101 A103 A105 A107

17 39 55 71 89

105 106 107 108 109

H P E  F O R G E D H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E

CAPTURE THE INFINITE. ONLY FOR NUMBER 1s. ABSOLUTE CHARACTER. QUINTESSENTIAL BEAUTY. CONTEMPORARY MYTH.

Surrender to the emotions

Technical data / Finishes
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A303CAPTURE THE INFINITE.H P E  F O R G E D



Antera. Or nothing. The A303 transcends the eras, merging tradition and 

innovation. This “remake” is more than just a rim: 

it is a symbol that embodies the bold spirit of the 

visionary with a touch of contemporary. Timeless 

aesthetics clearly outline the metal proclaiming its 

unmistakable stylistic trademark.

A CHOICE OF STYLE.
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Through the A303, Antera speaks a language of universal beauty, 

touching the soul with evocative forms. Each line and curve 

whisper stories of pure design and mechanical passion, evoking 

feelings that transcend the intellect, immersing the beholder and 

driver in a sea of authentic, unexplored emotions.

WHEN YOU EXPERIENCE AN EMOTION
THERE IS NOTHING TO BE UNDERSTOOD.

Beauty is 
a universal 
language.
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A303
UNMISTAKABLE DESIGN.

H P E  F O R G E D
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A303. 

Universal 
magnificence.
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Imagine 
unlimited lands.
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Piano Black Diamond24”

A303
The A303 is more than a simple design icon. It marks an aesthetic revolution using HPE 

FORGED technology, an engineering masterpiece that sublimates the magnificence of forms 

and exaltation of design to unprecedented levels. Not only does HPE FORGED technology 

ensure superior resistance and lightness, it also allows for precision and detail in design that 

embody sublimity, entering the realm of pure art. With the A303, Antera becomes the symbol 

of stylistic supremacy and technology.

H P E  F O R G E D

Sizes Finishes
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It puts your ego
in the spotlight.

A303. 
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The origin 
of infinity.

Where thought challenges boundaries, ideas flourish. Endless origin 

of innovations, standing convention on its head. Revolutionary 

products come into being here, sculpting the future.
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A303. Surrender to the details.

The A303 HPE FORGED features a diamond finish, an expression of ANTERA craftsmanship. Each detail, 

the product of extreme diligence, merges into an innovative design that celebrates art and luxury.
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The A303 HPE FORGED rim brings together ele-

gance and sturdiness, perfect for emblematic cars 

from manufacturers which accentuate every detail, 

reflecting a sophisticated yet bold design.
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A101ONLY FOR NUMBER 1s.



Falling in love
from zero to 101 in 1 second.
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A101
UNDERSTANDING THE FORCE.
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Nothing else matters.
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Piano Black Diamond       Moon Grey Diamond       Piano Black       Stone Bronze20/22”

A101
The A101 rim distinguishes itself for its muscular nature, combined with refined elegance. Its bold 

lines and strategically designed intersections capture and augment light, enhancing the aesthetics 

of the car on which it is installed, offering a perfect balance between strength and class.

H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E

Sizes Finishes
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A101 FORM EXALTED.
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The A101 adapts perfectly to top-class car models, 

accentuating their inherent elegance. But there is 

more: its unique design adds a touch of sportiness 

and aggressiveness, balancing the car between 

traditional refinement and modern audacity. This 

combination makes it the ideal option for those 

seeking a classic look with a contemporary character.
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A101. Surrender to the details.

The A101 with 4 finishes. Piano Black Diamond: deep black with a diamond sparkle to intensify the elegance.  

Moon Grey Diamond: its diamond-like brilliance captures the light. Piano Black: intense black, sophisticated, 

it gives a unique depth. Stone Bronze: its warmth and naturalness evoke sturdiness.
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A103ABSOLUTE CHARACTER.



The A103 appears as an axiom of design mastery, exemplifying absolute character and 

incomparable aesthetic supremacy. Each line and curve have been designed to emanate 

an imposing presence, combining audacity and sophistication. This rim is not only a 

component, but a declaration of style, designed for those unwilling to compromise with 

regard to elegance and power.

ANTERIOR DESIGN.

Aesthetic
supremacy.
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A103
ABSOLUTE CHARACTER.
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Judge
by appearances.

Daringly displayed on cars which are in themselves icons and benchmarks of 

the entire automotive industry, this rim was designed for those who are not 

afraid to show their character. With the A103, you will not go unnoticed.
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Total style for 
absolute impact.

A103. 
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Throwing out the rulebook means defying the 

status quo, breaking free from preconceptions and 

embracing a timeless aesthetic. This unique appeal 

is embodied by the A103 rim, which captures 

the essence of authenticity and individuality. It 

encapsulates the soul of the driver, of those who 

dare to be different, yet all the while, it is timeless, 

transcending passing trends.
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Piano Black Diamond      Moon Grey Diamond      Piano Black      Silver Ice20/21/22/23” 

A103
The A103 features precise lines that dissect the wheel into distinct segments, each crafted 

with meticulous care. This division does not sacrifice aesthetic coherence; it elevates it. 

Inspiration is taken from its perfect geometry, as if designed by nature itself. Each shape is 

the product of diligent studies conducted by Antera’s HPE LAB, where emotion and science 

merge in a design that even nature could fall in love with.

H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E

Sizes Finishes
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A103. Surrender to the details.

Four finishes for uncompromising applications. Piano Black Diamond: deep black merges with diamond 

surfaces, creating a dynamically luxurious impact. Moon Grey Diamond: lunar grey base with diamond-like 

detailing to add elegance and mystery. Piano Black: uniform black surface, offering timeless refinement and 

power. Silver Ice: a uniform gleam that evokes innovation, giving the A103 a futuristic appeal.
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A105QUINTESSENTIAL BEAUTY.



In praise of
the absolute.

The A105 stands as pure quintessential beauty in praise of stylistic 

absolutism. Its perfect symmetries are eye-catching while the boldly 

and distinctly sharp angles maintain an unexpected balance. Each detail 

has been intentionally conceived, creating a masterpiece of design that 

fuses audacity and harmony in an impeccable visual symphony.
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Born to
dominate.

The A105 was born to dominate, defying all conventions. Its bold 

distinctive shapes transcend traditional lines, imposing itself as an 

icon of style and sportiness. Excellence is no longer a dream for 

those who aspire to it, but an incomparable reality that revolutionises 

aesthetic canons, raising the bar of design and performance.
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Desiring is not 
true success.

The A105 transcends the concept of accessory to become a symbol of prestige 

and uniqueness. It reflects the ultimate in automotive craftsmanship, with 

every detail bearing witness to the commitment to the pursuit of perfection. 

Not only is its design sophisticated, it is a declaration for those who go beyond 

their desires, for those who truly want to possess excellence. Created for 

demanding people, for those who will not settle for aspiring to the best, but 

who personify it uncompromisingly.

Possessing is.
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A105
QUINTESSENTIAL BEAUTY.
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The A105 steals the scene to amaze, breaking all the 

rules. Its unique and courageous forms combined with 

modern colour finishes rewrite new rules of beauty, 

proposing an unprecedented standard of design in 

perfect balance with the allowed applications.

NEVER
HIDE.
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20/21/22/23” Piano Black Diamond   Moon Grey Diamond   Stone Bronze   Piano Black Champagne

A105
The A105 is the Antera HPE LAB’s quintessence of innovation, a masterpiece that redefines 

the limits of technology and design. By using advanced low-pressure casting techniques, this 

model transforms aesthetic challenges into unprecedented solutions, creating forms and 

silhouettes that rival the excellence of the forged world.

H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E

Sizes Finishes
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Those 
who follow 
their instincts, 
never lose 
their way.
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A105. Surrender to the details.

The A105 breaks all the rules with a deep concavity, where finishes dance with light. Piano Black Diamond 

and Moon Grey Diamond gleam with elegance, whereas Stone Bronze and Piano Black Champagne combine 

refinement and nobility, introducing new standards of beauty and distinction in rim design.
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A107CONTEMPORARY MYTH.



A107 CONTEMPORARY MYTH.
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Innate self-esteem.
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A107
PURE EMOTION.
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Dedicated to those 
who love being 
admired.

A107. 

The A107: a masterpiece of engineering where pure aluminium is cast then painstakingly crafted 

to create a rim with an unmistakable design. Solidity meets elegance in a perfect nexus for 

those searching for performance without compromising style. Admire it, perfection in a rim.
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A107
CONTEMPORARY MYTH.

The A107 tells the story of craftsmanship through refined 

detailing engraved on the aluminium. Every line is a stroke 

of elegance, every curve a tribute to aesthetic perfection. 

Imposing yet meticulously balanced, the structure blurs 

the boundaries between sturdiness and grace, invoking 

admiration beneath every nuance of light.
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19/20/21” Piano Black       Silver Ice       Stone Bronze       Satin Champagne

A107
The A107 is a masterpiece of symmetry and proportion. Designed with artistic precision, each 

spoke reflects the harmony between mankind and nature, exemplifying the perfect golden 

ratio. This rim is not only a tribute to Renaissance genius, but also represents the meeting 

point between classical art and automotive modernity, blending aesthetics and functionality 

in a timeless design.

H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E

Sizes Finishes
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The A107 epitomises the essence of balance with finishes that speak of elegance and innovation. Piano Black 

offers an intense and sophisticated black, whereas Silver Ice glows with crystalline brightness. Stone Bronze 

evokes natural sturdiness with a touch of warmth; Satin Champagne completes the range with its silky refinement.

A107. Surrender to the details.
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A303 

24” x 10.0

Piano Black Diamond

MODELS

The only choice: no compromise.

H P E  F O R G E D

Sizes

Finishes
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A101 A103 

Piano Black Diamond Moon Grey Diamond Piano Black Stone Bronze

20” x 8.5 / 9.0 / 9.5
22” x 9.5 / 10.5 / 11.5

H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E

Silver IcePiano Black Diamond Moon Grey Diamond Piano Black

20” x 8.5 / 9.5 / 10.5
21” x 9.0 / 10.0 / 11.0
22” x 9.5 / 10.5 / 11.5
23” x 10.0 / 11.5

Sizes

Sizes

Finishes Finishes
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Piano Black ChampagnePiano Black Diamond Moon Grey Diamond Stone Bronze

20” x 8.5 / 9.5 / 10.5
21” x 8.5 / 9.5 / 10.0 / 10.5
22” x 9.5 / 10.5 / 11.5
23” x 10.0 / 11.5

Satin ChampagnePiano Black Silver Ice Stone Bronze

19” x 8.5 / 9.5 / 10.5
20” x 9.0
20” x 10.5  concave
21” x 9.0
21” x 10.0 / 11.0  concave

A105 H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E A107 H P E  L O W - P R E S S U R E

Finishes Finishes

Sizes

Sizes
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Black Grey Silver

A103 • • •

Black Grey Bronze Champagne

A303 •
A101 • • •
A103 • •
A105 • • •
A107 • • • •

STANDARD CAP

A103 CAP

ACCESSORIES

The only choice: no compromise.
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THE PANTHER
STILL RUNNING.



HERITAGE
BEFORE TIME
From the latin “ANTE” which means 
before or ahead and “ERA” from the 
latin “AERA”, which in turn comes 
from the greek “AION”, which means 
era or age.

1991ANTERA
s.f.

1992 1993 1995 1996 1999-2000 2006

Antera Foundation

Marco Muzzarelli

1991 in Milan

Type 101

Antera launches 

sales in the 

United States

Antera Type 109

Three spokes

Opus One

Antera sponsorship

Gianni Giudici - Giudici Stable

Alfa Romeo 155 V6 TI

Melbourne Hairpin

Antera GMBH

Antera’s German headquarters 

opens in Weinheim

Antera sponsorship 

Forti Team 1995-96

Drivers Andrea Montermini - 

Luca Badoer

Antera sponsorship

ALFA ROMEO - 155 V6 TI TEAM

ALPHA TEAM 1995

Driver Gianni Giudici

Antera sponsorship

DTM Opel

Driver Gianni Giudici

Opel Team Giudici Stable 1996

Antera sponsorship

Driver Andrea Montermini

Spanish GP Catalunya 1996

Antera flies to Japan

Type 109 special 

version for the 

Japanese market

Antera-Pirelli 

project

Marco Muzzarelli
“The Genius” founder of Antera in 1991
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Long-sightedness
means you have already 
taken the next step.

While you admire the elegance of our creations, our sights are already set on the future. Each detail and design are 

the result of a vision that anticipates the future. We continue to challenge the ordinary, interpreting future trends ahead 

of others. With us, what you observe today is only a preview of what will surprise you in the future.

A PERFECT SYNERGY BETWEEN INNOVATION AND KNOW-HOW.
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There are no commercial 

relationships with automobile 

manufacturers and its own 

models and trademarks which 

are lawfully represented here 

only for descriptive purposes. Print PRESS R3 - March 2024

Art direction gfstudio.com
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antera.com




